OPERATION UPLIFT SAMPLE SOCIAL POSTS

A great experience like Operation Uplift can be fun to share on your social networks and is a perfect way to spread the word about how others can get involved in the community. Use any of the posts below to share your experience, or create your own making sure to tag @myvsuw and use #unitephx, to get the conversation going and help others learn how to Rise Up.

Facebook
- Look at all the [company] volunteers who came to Rise Up at Operation Uplift! So proud to be a part of this great opportunity with Valley of the Sun United Way. [tag]
- Today I got to Rise Up with my community to [activity] at Operation Uplift. I joined the fight with Valley of the Sun United Way [tag] to break the cycle of poverty in Maricopa County. How will you Rise Up?

LinkedIn
- It was a great day to be a part of [company] as we united to Rise Up at Operation Uplift with Valley of the Sun United way to [activity]. #unitephx
- I chose to rise up at [location] today to break the cycle of poverty by [activity]. I had such a great time and can’t wait to do another Operation Uplift with Valley of the Sun United Way. [tag] Thanks to [company] for the opportunity. [if you signed up through work]

Twitter
- .@[company] came to Rise Up volunteering with @myvsuw’s Operation Uplift to [activity]. #unitephx
- I Rise Up with @myvsuw at Operation Uplift to break the cycle of poverty in Maricopa County. It’s so meaningful to have [activity] for kids, families, and neighborhoods today. #unitephx

Instagram
- A lot of good happened today with multiple projects at [location] for Operation Uplift with @myvsuw. Thanks for including us at @[company] so we can Rise Up. #unitephx
- This is what happens when a community unites and Rises Up with @myvsuw’s Operation Uplift. What a difference it makes when we come together to help! #unitephx